The Superimposé webserver performs structural similarity searches with a preference towards 3D structure-based methods. Similarities can be detected between small molecules (e.g. drugs), parts of large structures (e.g. binding sites of proteins) and entire proteins. For this purpose, a number of algorithms were implemented and various databases are provided. Superimposé assists the user regarding the selection of a suitable combination of algorithm and database. After the computation on our server infrastructure, a visual assessment of the results is provided. The structure-based in silico screening for similar drug-like compounds enables the detection of scaffold-hoppers with putatively similar effects. The possibility to find similar binding sites can be of special interest in the functional analysis of proteins. The search for structurally similar proteins allows the detection of similar folds with different backbone topology. The Superimposé server is available at:
INTRODUCTION
As the size of biomolecules differs by orders of magnitude, the ways to compare them and the metrics to measure what a good comparison actually is, often differ in the same respect. To cite Hugo Kubinyi: 'Similarity lies in the eye of the beholder' (1, 2) . Therefore, a classification of the alignment problem is required to determine the appropriate method for the detection of the similarity. The definition of similarity in molecular space always depends on the scientific question that is asked. This question heavily influences the design of the algorithm and the definition of the scoring function, which can be adjusted to fit the needs of each request. Unfortunately, comparison algorithms are computationally expensive since the problems are usually NP hard, which means that the retrieval of a result is at least extremely time consuming (3) .
A number of algorithms as well as databases are free for non-commercial use, but in many cases there is no dedicated webserver that allows hassle-free use of an algorithm and a suitable database to answer a biological question. For small molecules, data sources such as PubChem (4) and Drugbank (5) provide facilities for similarity searching. In general, for small molecules their similarity is estimated on the basis of their chemical topology. One method is to translate the chemical topology into so called structural fingerprints. Structural fingerprints are bitvector representations of the small compound chemistry. To compare bitvectors of two molecules, metrical coefficients like the Tanimoto coefficent are applied. The Tanimoto coefficient gives values between 1.0 (very similar) and 0.0 (dissimilar) Another often used method is the representation of the molecule as string pattern (SMILES). A simple string search can be used to determine if a certain part of the molecule is present in another molecule or not. But a number of features of small molecules cannot be reflected adequately by 2D representations (6, 7) . Recent findings suggest that 3D similarity searches yield at least more varied results (8) than similarity comparisons via the usage of fingerprints or SMILES. Especially to find scaffold hoppers, 3D algorithms clearly show an advantage. For this reason, Superimpose´is dedicated, but not limited to the usage of 3D algorithms.
There are a number of superposition servers, websites and projects in the field of protein similarity. Often they are merely a companion for a specific algorithm. For instance, the website of TM-align (9) allows to compare protein structures but not search depending on a database. Dedicated superposition servers for proteins include [10-13 and http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/VAST/]: 3dSS (10) has strengths by providing the ability to superimpose more than two proteins. Secondary structure matching (11) is a very fast method that even allows searches on a PDB scale level within minutes. However, due to the fact that algorithms in this field are often domain specific and have their own definitions of good matches, the possibility to choose among a set of algorithms would be beneficial. For a more comprehensive overview about macromolecular superposition, we recommend the reading of refs (14, 15) . For the problem of identifying a similar surface in or on macromolecules, there is no website that features such a service for the public yet. Such a service could help to elucidate similar functions of proteins based on shared binding sites or surface patches. Recent findings even suggest that similarities based on interaction patches of proteins can help to get hints about the docking modes between proteins (16).
For superposition tasks on Superimpose´, we define a three class division of problem cases for molecular similarity searches that branch to different subtasks the user can solve with its help. Similarity Class 1: Small molecule level. Similarity Class 2: Macromolecule level based on substructures. Similarity Class 3: Protein level.
Searches according to Class 1 and Class 3 aim at assigning as many atoms as possible between both structures. For small molecules (compounds), this often means that retrieved compounds are similar in mode of action and/or are affecting similar targets (17) . Class 2 algorithms are assuming that the query structure is smaller than the macromolecule. A typical scenario for Class 2 algorithms is the identification of similar binding sites. Class 3 specially targets the comparison of entire proteins. The order of amino acids in the peptide chain is a valuable information in addition to the 3D coordinates. In most cases of pairs of homologous proteins, the corresponding amino acids appear in the same order. This is because the order of amino acids is preserved in evolution, unless it is disrupted by recombinatory events leading to circular permutation. However, the number of considered atoms is often reduced by different levels: C-alpha, backbone. Algorithms operating on the protein backbone or even on all-atom-level are often inefficient for protein comparisons (18) . Established methods therefore often choose hierarchical approaches by dividing the protein into structural elements (19) .
The preparation of databases, the installation of programs for structure comparison and the sorting and visual inspection of search results is often a complex task with currently available tools. Superimpose´facilitates database searches by providing an uniform user interface for different programs, databases and scoring functions. Several databases for small molecules are joined to one comprehensive collection of 3D structures. Users of Superimpose´do not have to solve technical problems and can concentrate on the biological problem.
ALGORITHMS
This alphabetically ordererd section gives practical descriptions of algorithms deployed by Superimpose´. If not stated otherwise, Superimpose´uses original binaries with default parameters for the algorithms.
GangstaLite
GANGSTA (19) is an algorithm for structural alignment of proteins and similarity search. GangstaLite is a specially drafted fast version for the Superimpose´project. GANGSTA works in two stages: in the first stage, a mapping on the secondary structure elements is generated using a combinatorial approach that replaces the former genetic algorithm. In the second stage, individual residue pairs are assigned to create a maximum contact overlap.
GangstaLite is designed to detect similarities between proteins without using sequential informations. Therefore, cases of fold similartity without sequential similarity will be recognized. An example of circular permutation is presented in the case studies.
NeedleHaystack
NeedleHaystack (20) computes structural alignments of molecules as superpositions of sets of single atoms in the 3D space, where information on chemical connectivity and atom types is not necessarily considered. It is specially suited to scan a large molecule (target = haystack, up to 100 000 atoms) for the occurrence of a given molecular motif (model = needle) with a given tolerance level. It operates on the complete enumeration of superpositions of atom triples in both model and target, but radical pruning reduces the running time to seconds for a typical problem size, the search for a binding site in a protein surface. As NeedleHaystack is used for binding-site recognition, we are using the parameters -sk 0.25, -ad 1.35, -al 2, -to 60, -bd 1. Additionally, NeedleHaystack uses a weighting matrix that punishes each missed superposition on atom level with the score 2.
A typical application for this algorithm is the search for similar binding sites. This is illustrated in the Case studies section.
Point set match (PSM)
PSM (21) is a program that finds and aligns a small search pattern in a large search space, e.g. some sort of known substructure in a possibly large protein. PSM is an efficient implementation of a subgraph matching algorithm that uses certain domain-specific heuristics. The atoms represent the vertices of the distance graphs, their distances among each other represent the edges of the graph. The lengths of the edges of the distance graph over the search pattern are used to construct the distance graph over the search space, where only the edges that have similar lengths as the corresponding edges in the search pattern are maintained. With the help of a backtracking algorithm, PSM enumerates all possible matchings. Heuristics are used to order the vertices and edges during the search in such a way that the algorithm discards non-profitable partial matches early. The heuristics include, for instance, atom type, membership to a certain chemical group of the atoms and frequency of edge distance in the graphs. PSM not only finds the ideal alignment based on dRMS (distance root mean square), but also is able to compute the (locally) optimal alignment for average distance, maximum distance or any other distance metrics. PSM uses the derivative free minimization algorithms taken from ref. (22) to compute the rigid motion transformation, including a small scaling factor. Due to the fact that PSM is based on distance graphs, it can be easily extended to work with deformable search patterns where hinges and torsions are allowed. Furthermore, individual tolerances can be assigned to all edges and L-matches (i.e. mirrored matches) can be found. PSM is able to recognize similar surface patches/active sites.
Score1
For a partial superposition M (i.e. partial matching of atoms) between the two input molecules, the score of M is defined as follows:
where r is the proportion of superimposed non-hydrogen atoms of the smaller molecule and rmsd(M) is the square root of the least possible mean-squared distance between atom pairs matched in M under all possible rigid motions of the input molecules. Therefore, score 2 ð0:0, 1:0 acts as a geometric similarity measure between two input molecules. If one molecule is identical to another molecule, then there is a superposition M such that scoreðMÞ ¼ 1:0. Score1 calculates an optimal spatial superposition of two drug-sized molecules with respect to the above score function subject to an additional constraint: for every atom a matched in the superposition, there has to be an atom b bound to a such that b is matched, too. This restriction of the search space allows to use an optimal branch-and-bound algorithm as described in ref. (8) without any reduction of the input molecules. To speed up the algorithm, also lower bounds for possible solutions along different paths in the search tree are calculated. Promising paths can be searched first, leading to a more effective pruning. To establish the lower bounds, techniques from ref. (23) for calculating the optimum atom pairs given a fixed rigid motion of the input molecules are used.
In accord with the authors, we are using the parameters '0.7 0.65 0.0' that enables us to use Score1 in whole database screening applications.
Score1 is suitable for similarity screening in small molecule databases, illustrated in the case studies section.
sd_best_compare
The algorithm sd_best_compare is based on a normalization of the atomic sets according to their principal moments of inertia (24) . This first normalization is of course independent of transformations of the coordinate system, and quite stable for small alterations of the atomic positions. It is also unique except for four possible rotations. Therefore, the degree of freedom is strongly reduced and the assignment of pairs of related atoms is straightforward for identical or very similar sets. In the first step, both atomic sets are roughly orientated according to their size proportions. After superimposing the centres of mass and alignment of the longest and smallest dimensions closest atoms are assigned as pairs. This assignment is improved by numerous refinement cycles. The algorithm was tailored for the search of similar atomic sets in a large database of patches (not necessarily bonded atoms) (25) ; the aim of the algorithm is not to compare very different molecules, but to find similar molecules with different connection schema. To do this as fast as possible, the database should be prepared to minimize the effort of parsing the data file (26) . With the help of some adapted procedures the method can also be used to compare entire proteins.
The algorithm was implemented to compare conformational databases of low molecular weight structures that share similar scaffold (8) .
TM-align
TM-align (9) uses a two-step process that is made up of an initial structural alignment based on a initial assignment of secondary structure element and dynamic programming. This step is followed by a heuristic optimization. The alignment as well as the heuristic optimization is based on TM-score. TM-score is a variation of the LevittGerstein weight factor that punished larger distances relatively stronger than smaller distances and allows more sensitivity concerning the global topology. The value of TM-score lies in (0,1]. In general, a comparison of score <0.2 indicates that there is no similarity between two structures; generally, a TM-score >0.5 indicates that structures share the same fold, but the drop-off of the score indicating the twilight-zone of similarity has to be considered individually. TM-align is an algorithm for protein structure alignment.
CE (combinatorial extension)
The algorithm CE (27) involves a combinatorial extension of an alignment path defined by aligned fragment pairs (AFP), which represent possible alignment paths. Combinations of AFPs are selectively extended or discarded to yield an optimal alignment path. They are based on local geometry, rather than global features such as orientation of secondary structures and overall topology. The algorithm is fast and accurate in elucidating structural alignments and fast enough for database scanning and detailed analyses of protein families. CE builds an alignment between two protein structures.
DATABASES
This section provides information about the databases in alphabetical order. Databases are updated on a monthly basis.
Astral 40
The Astral Compendium (28) provides several databases and tools derived partly from the SCOP (29) database and based on PDB coordinate files. SCOP itself provides schemas of all proteins available in the PDB according to their evolutionary and structural relationships. Additionally, a grouping of proteins into species and a classification into families and superfamilies, folds and classes is provided. ASTRAL 40 provides this information filtered with 40% sequence identity in a PDB style format that is deployed onto the Superimpose´webserver. Astral provides 9500+chains/domains and aims to represent the whole structural space of proteins. We are providing a link to the PDBSum (30) that enables the user to examine the found proteins in great detail with the original paper.
Ligand Depot
The Ligand Depot (31) is a data warehouse that integrates databases, services, tools and methods related to small molecules bound to macromolecules. It provides chemical and structural information about small molecules in entries of the Protein Data Bank. Currently, it contains information about 80 000+ structures. All small structures of the Ligand Depot are deployed on the Superimpose server and allow to search for the occurrence of small molecules or analogues in the PDB.
Open NCI database
The release of the Open NCI Database (32) includes 210 000+ compounds with 25 conformers on average. The Open NCI database contains compounds that show a significant activity as therapeutic agent against diseases like AIDS and cancer. A molecule that is highly similar to a compound in the Open NCI might have similar medical activities. For further investigation, we are providing a link to the Enhanced NCI Database Browser (33) .
PDB (Culled)
The PDB (34) is an archive of experimentally determined, biological macromolecule 3D structures and contains 48 500+ structures of proteins. Because of the nature of the PDB as all purpose repository for macromolecules it often contains duplicate structures and structures of a resolution that are hardly suitable for searching. Another problem is the sheer size of the PDB, what makes it impossible for many algorithms to perform comparisons between proteins (Class 3) and on substructures of proteins (Class 2). For both the reasons, we are using a representative subset of the PDB. The subset is calculated using the PISCES Server (35) . The used cut-off thresholds are: sequence identity cut-off: 20%; resolution cut-off: 1.8A and 2.2A; R-factor cut-off: 0.25. A link to the PDBSum is provided.
PDB surfaces (Culled)
For the elucidation of similar parts on the surfaces of macromolecules, it is suitable to limit the search space to the water accessible surface. None of the presented algorithms does this on its own, so a pre-computing step is applied for the PDB (Culled) Database described above. We are using an algorithm calc-surface (36) to generate macromolecules with the water accessible surface alone. A link to the PDBSum is provided.
Superdrug
The Superdrug (37) database contains 2500+ 3D structures of active ingredients of essential marketed drugs. To account for structural flexibility, they are represented on average by about 40 structural conformers per drug generated by the program Catalyst (Accelrys Inc. http:// www.accelrys.com). Superdrug provides a link to the Superdrug website that enables the user to investigate results in more detail like the ATC code (WHO classification of medical compounds according to their therapeutic application and chemical scaffold).
WEBSERVER DESCRIPTION
For Superimpose´, we decided to provide a wizard style approach that guides the user through the different possibilities we offer (Figure 1) . We are using a fixed set of parameters for all algorithms that allow a generalized execution of task. A typical search workflow begins with the selection of a task the user wants to execute. This task maps to the three classes described in the Introduction section. In the next step, the user can upload a file to act as model (or patch in Class 2) for the search. Supported file formats are sdf, mol and pdb. Conversions between different file formats are handled via OpenBabel (38) . Subsequently, the user gets a selection of suitable databases and algorithms for that task.
Computations can take longer times (24 h) in case where there are several users employing the web service. Therefore, the user provides an email address, where a report about finished jobs is directed to. This email contains a hyperlink to a webpage on the Superimposeś erver that presents all results for the search with possibilities to visually assess the results. We are providing a specially designed visualization via Jmol as a Java Applet. This allows the user to execute custom scripts in the Jmol language for extensive visualization. The second visualization possibility especially tailored for proteins is STRAP (39) , which is implemented via Java Webstart and behaves like a native application and not like a webpage as Jmol does. For both programs, the sole requirement is a Java JRE (http://java.com).
CASE STUDIES
The following case studies are organized per problem class and show typical problems where Superimpose´can be applied. All molecules and proteins that are discussed within the case studies are available for download on the Superimpose´web page (documentation).
Small structure similarity (Class 1) Similar compounds are more or less likely to share properties such as ligand specificity and binding strength. Thus, screening for similar compounds in databases is a standard technique to generate new hypotheses for molecules (shared activity). Therefore, Superimposeá llows the user to search for similarities against a variety of compound databases. In this case, we want to highlight the ability of Superimpose´to successfully retrieve similar compounds to Chlorpromazine (ATC: N05AA01) on the database Superdrug with the algorithm Score1. We define similarity as the ability to find compounds in a related ATC group. The results for the first 10 entries show that Superimpose´is able to find compounds that are apart from two compounds Methdilazine (ATC: R06AD04) and Pimethixene (ATC: R06AX23), all coming from the desired ATC-code N (Nervous System). For the two compounds from ATC group R (Respiratory System), this could point to unwanted side-effects of Chlorpromazine. The fingerprint-based search on the website of Superdrug fails in retrieving the compounds Trimipramine (ATC: N06AA06) and Cyamemazine (ATC: N05AA06).
Compared with the results of the Superdrug website Superimpose´is additionally able to successfully retrieve compounds Trimipramine (ATC-code N06AA06) and Cyamemazine (ATC-code N05AA06), which are left out by the fingerprint search. The reason is that structural superposition is able to to superimpose scaffold hoppers, in this case a six-and seven-membered ring structure (Figure 2 ), which are dissimilar in the SuperDrug fingerprint search.
Substructure search (Class 2)
Here, we want to show the ability of the NeedleHaystack algorithm together with the CulledPDB to identify related proteins based on a patch from the catalytic site. For the case study, we are using a patch from the active site of protein Hydrolase (PDB-code: 1PEK). This patch is successfully identified on a Subtilisin complex (PDB-code: 2SIC) with related activity. NeedleHaystack retrieves perfect matches, e.g. in the active site of 2SIC (Figure 3) . entries
Protein similarity (Class 3)
For the problem of protein similarity/protein alignment, a main case where sequence-based methods often fail is for proteins that are similar in terms of overall structure (fold) but not on sequence level. One example where especially the GangstaLite algorithm can find meaningful alignments is a Integrin alpha-V (PDB-code: 1M1X). In combination with the Astral database, GangstaLite successfully retrieves a WD40 domain of the Transcriptional Repressor TUP1 (PDB-code: 1ERJ) as one of the best scoring alignments (Figure 4) . GangstaLite successfully aligns the proteins with half of the secondary elements not in sequence direction.
CONCLUSIONS
Superimpose´is created to deal with structural superpositions of molecules in a widespread sense. The combination of databases and algorithms of different fields provides amongst others the possibility to identify similar proteins, similar medical active compounds and also binding-sites via similarities in substructure search. The server will be useful for bioinformaticians who have specialized on structures, macromolecular biologists and the systems biology community by providing possibilities to identify similar patches (binding sites/surface patches) in known proteins. By reducing the complexity of installing algorithms, databases and finding suitable parameter sets Superimpose´allows researchers to instantly deal with the task without the administrative problems around it.
A major upgrade of Superimpose´is planned for the end of 2008, where we will deploy more algorithms and databases on the server. We are aiming to incorporate many of the feature requests of the community and appropriately extend the server. cited or running quietly on the backend of the server this effort would not have been possible. In this regard, we especially want to thank the developers of Jmol (http://jmol.org), CDK (http://cdk.sf.net) and OpenBabel (http://openbabel.sf.net). Funding to pay the Open Access Publication charges for this article was provided by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SFB-449).
